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Tapping / Reading
• Mean Rate Ratio being ≈ an integer during Dual Task suggests more harmony when 

the tasks are performed simultaneously, and more synchrony when the integer = 1; 
this is in favor of our prediction.

• However, higher SD of Tapping rate during Dual Tasks dampens the above suggestion.
• No evidence was found in favor of cognitive load as a catalyst to synchronization.

Tapping / Walking
• Mean Rate Ratio being ≈ an integer more during Single Task than during Dual Tasks 

suggests less harmony, not to mention less synchrony, between tasks when 
performed simultaneously; this is against our prediction. 

Future Directions: 
(1) This was a pilot; a much bigger sample size is planned with revised protocol. 
(2) We also plan to test higher cognitive loads for catalyzing effects on synchronization.
(3) Inquiry into higher SD of Tapping rates during Dual Tasks is proposed.
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• Spontaneous interpersonal synchronization is common, like 
when unintentionally, an audience claps in unison1, or 
pedestrians align their footsteps2; it is arguably caused by the 
tendency of the brain to conserve computational resources3, 4

and catalyzed by high cognitive load3.

• Intrapersonally, humans process two different beats 
simultaneously as one composite pattern5, possibly to 
conserve computational resources as well. 

• We therefore predicted that, 
1. when performing two rhythmic tasks simultaneously, 

individuals would spontaneously synchronize the tasks.       
2. a high cognitive load would catalyze such spontaneous 

intrapersonal synchronization.

• Participants: (N = 4) 4 women; Mean Age = 24.75; SD = 2.63

• EXPERIMENT 1:
Tasks: (1) Tapping on a mic; (2) Reading monosyllabic words
Cognitive Load: Memorizing the colors of the words (CL1)
Stimuli: 70 monosyllabic words compiled from the Fry list of  
sight words, presented in different color fonts

• EXPERIMENT 2:
Tasks: (1) Tapping on a mic; (2) Walking on the gait mat 
Cognitive Load: Counting backwards in 7’s (CL2)

• Conditions & Design: 
(1) Single Task – Each task performed separately
(2) Dual Task – Both tasks performed simultaneously 
(3) Dual Task w/ Cognitive Load – Both tasks performed  

simultaneously with their respective cognitive loads

• Data:
Tapping – Audio recorded; tapping rate calculated from peaks
Reading – Audio recorded; word rate acquired from waveform
Walking – Gait mat data recorded & processed 
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Mean Rate Ratio
(= Task 1 mean rate / Task 2 mean rate)

Tapping / Reading

1. For all the subjects, Mean Rate Ratio was closer 
to an integer (≈ to it) during Dual Task than 
during Single Task.

2. For 3 out of 4 subjects, Mean Rate Ratio stayed 
≈ to an integer during Dual Task w/ CL. 

Tapping / Walking

1. For 2 out 4 subjects, Mean Rate Ratio was 
closer to an integer during Single Task than 
during Dual Task.

Standard Deviation (SD) of Tapping Rate 

1. For all the subjects, SD of tapping rate was 
much higher during Dual Task conditions than 
during Single Task.

2. Between Dual Tasks (w/ & w/o Cognitive Load), 
SD of Tapping rate differed more w/ Reading 
than w/ Walking.


